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Abstract
�is paper is concerned with the lexical representation of grammatical features.
While by far the most of current theoretical approaches to in�ectional morphol-
ogy make extensive use of the two concepts of abstract feature decomposition
and underspeci�cation, psycholinguistic models of in�ection, in contrast, lack
such �ne-grained morphological analyses almost in total.�is paper reports a
series of experiments that investigated the processing of grammatical gender
of nouns in German.�e results of these experiments support the idea that
elements in the mental lexicon may be underspeci�ed with regard to their
grammatical features. But, in contrast to all established morphological and
psycholinguistic approaches, we provide evidence that even the lexical represen-
tation of bare noun stems may rely on underspeci�ed gender information.�us,
the domain of underspeci�cation of grammatical features is extended from
in�ectional markers to noun stems themselves, making underspeci�cation a
global characteristic of the mental lexicon. We �nally conclude that this fact is
mainly driven by economical reasons: A feature (or a feature value) that is never
used for grammatical operations (e.g., in�ectional marking or evaluation of
agreement) might not be necessarily represented in the language system at all.

1. Background: Syncretism and underspeci�cation

Traditionally, instances of a certain grammatical category (e.g., gender or case)
are categorically labeled to di�erentiate between distinct classes (e.g., masculine,
feminine, neuter referring to gender in German). Current morphological
theories, however, propose more �ne-grained analyses of these categories.
One of the most central empirical observations that lead to this view is the
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‘the fork’ ‘the knife’ ‘the spoon’
feminine neuter masculine

Nom sg die Gabel das Messer der Lö�el
Acc sg die Gabel das Messer den Lö�el
Dat sg der Gabel dem Messer dem Lö�el
Gen sg der Gabel des Messers des Lö�els

Table 1: Example of syncretism in German nominal declension

case of in�ectional syncretism in many languages of the world with fusional
morphology. In such languages, an in�ectional marker that represents (or
realizes) one of the grammatical categories of the language (e.g., gender, case, or
number) may either clearly correspond to one particular grammatical context,
or it may be ambiguous by referring to more than one grammatical context. In
other words, an in�ectional paradigm may exhibit instances of syncretism,
i.e., ambiguous morphological forms as illustrated in table 1 for in�ectional
marking on determiners in German.
�is phenomenon of syncretic morphological marking is accounted for

by abstract feature decomposition and the concept of underspeci�cation in
almost all current morphological frameworks, as in Distributed Morphology
(cf. Halle and Marantz 1993, 1994), Paradigm Function Morphology (cf. Stump
2001), Minimalist Morphology (cf. Wunderlich and Fabri 1995, Wunderlich
1996), Network Morphology (cf. Corbett and Fraser 1993), various accounts in
Optimality�eory (cf. Trommer 2006, Grimshaw 2001) and many others.

�e over-all idea behind these two concepts is a decomposition of ‘traditional’
labels of morphosyntactic categories into more abstract, binary features, thereby
yielding the possibility to refer to natural classes of such categories. �us,
the three instances of grammatical gender in German could be described by
two abstract binary features [±fem] and [±masc]: ‘feminine’ [+fem, −masc],
‘masculine’ [−fem, +masc], ‘neuter’ [−fem, −masc].

�erefore, a single morphological exponent, e.g. the form of the German
determiner dem, which occurs both in masculine and neuter contexts in dative
singular, can be referred to with only one but underspeci�ed set of features
containing only [−fem]. With this gender speci�cation for dative singular1

1Note that this is simplifying the actual feature speci�cations of the determiner. Of course,
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the determiner dem will show up in both masculine and neuter contexts
but, crucially, not in feminine contexts. �is is in contrast to the alternative,
traditional view that would assume two separate but homophone forms dem1
and dem2 both comprising of full gender speci�cations, i.e. [−fem, +masc] and
[−fem, −masc], respectively.

2. Underspeci�cation of grammatical features in psycholinguistics

While analyses of in�ectional systems that crucially rely on abstract feature
decomposition and underspeci�cation are very common in many di�erent
frameworks in theoretical morphology (see section 1), psycholinguistic models
of in�ection consistently lack such �ne-grained morphological analyses. Virtu-
ally all current psycholinguistic models do not make use of underspeci�ed,
abstract features speci�cations. �is holds, e.g., for such diverse models as the
Satellite Model (Lukatela et al. 1978, 1980), schema-based models (Bybee 1985,
1995), variants of connectionist models (cf. among many others Rumelhart and
McClelland 1982, Seidenberg and Gonnerman 2000), serial modular models
(as prominently represented by Levelt et al. 1999), the Full Decomposition
Model (Stockall and Marantz 2006), the Augmented Addressed Morphology
Model (Caramazza et al. 1985, 1988) and others.

Interestingly, while all these models operate with rather traditional, categori-
cal features (implementing them as generic nodes or lexically stored features,
depending on the architecture and type of the model), they are all in principle
compatible with a more �ne-grained featural speci�cation. As a �rst step, all
that would be necessary is replacing categorical features by their decomposed
(and underspeci�ed) equivalent notations.
However, it could be argued that such a ‘complication’ of the architecture,

induced by purely theoretical considerations, would by no means be necessary
in order to derive an adequate and empirically justi�ed cognitive model of
language processing. At a �rst glance, replacing a traditional label of, e.g.,
a combinatorial node like ‘masculine’ by [–fem, +masc] might be nothing
more than a notational variant. It is not readily obvious that the retrieval or
processing of, e.g., the masculine gender feature should be qualitatively di�erent
due to a di�erent labeling. Or, to put it in other words, a relevant reason

morphological markers will have be to speci�ed for other features such as number and case as
well, which are le� out here for the sake of illustration.
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to implement the notions of decomposed features and underspeci�cation
into a cognitive model of language would only be given if traditional and
underspeci�cation-based approaches would make di�erent, empirically testable
predictions regarding human language processing.
�is question is barely addressed in psycholinguistic research yet. Al-

though there is �rst evidence that underspeci�cation and abstract feature-
decomposition are involved in human language processing (for evidence mainly
based on di�erent priming paradigms see, e.g., Penke 2006, Penke et al. 2004,
Clahsen et al. 2001) their implementation into the modeling of human language
processing and production has been very limited. In a recent ERP-study Opitz
et al. (2013) found additional neurophysiological evidence for the cognitive
reality of underspeci�cation of morphosyntactic features. �e authors in-
vestigated the processing of in�ectional markers on adjectives in German
phrases of the type durch gutes Design (‘by good design’) and found, using
a ERP violation paradigm, that di�erent incorrect markers on the adjective
yielded di�erent neurophysiological responses depending on which of the
two di�erent criteria (speci�city versus compatibility) that are both inherently
related to the notion of underspeci�cation were violated. More precisely, the
authors reported a stronger le�-anterior negativity (LAN) for incompatible
markers (i.e. markers that yield a feature mismatch) than for illicit markers
that were in principle compatible (i.e. markers that did not yield con�icting
features) but that were not speci�c enough. What is of importance here is that
the e�ect was observed while the noun was processed. �e authors interpret the
di�erent LAN amplitudes as mirroring the checking process of the agreement
relation between adjective and noun. An example of the features involved in
this checking process and the related LAN e�ects is given in (1)2. Note that only
speci�cations for gender features are given here. Case and number features are
omitted for the sake of illustration and because they do not interfere with the
observed gender e�ects.

2�eoretically, there aremany di�erent abstract feature speci�cations possible.�is is mirrored,
for instance, in a number of di�erent morphological analyses proposed in the literature (see,
among others, Blevins 1995, Sauerland 1996, Wunderlich 1997, Bierwisch 1967, Gallmann 2004).
However, the feature speci�cation assumed in Opitz et al. (2013), which is basically grounded in
Blevins’ analysis, is chosen by a couple of conceptually reasons, e.g., it maximally reduces the
number of distinct markers and it is also compatible with their empirical �ndings.
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(1) Two types of illicit neuter agreement and related LAN e�ects (following
Opitz et al. 2013: 242)
a. correct

durch
by

schlichtes
plainNeut
[− f em]

Design
designNeut
[−masc,− f em]

b. incorrect 1
compatible (excluded by Speci�city) →LAN
*durch
by

schlichte
plainFem
[ ]

Design
designNeut
[−masc,− f em]

c. incorrect 2
incompatible (excluded by Compatibility)3 →stronger LAN
*durch
by

schlichten
plainMasc
[+masc,− f em]

Design
designNeut
[−masc,− f em]

Moreover, Opitz et al. also found processing di�erences in a LAN-region
between the three genders in German when they compared the processing of
well-formed phrases (i.e., a stronger negative amplitude for masculine nouns).4
�ere are at least two crucial points with respect to this observation. �e
�rst is that there is an observable e�ect on the processing of well-formed
phrases, depending on the gender of a noun. �e second point is that Opitz
and colleagues provide a possible explanation of the observed e�ect in terms of
a (rather simple) processing model of the checking of grammatical agreement
relations. �e checking process was modeled as a simple comparison of two
feature sets: the set of features of the adjective is compared with that of the
noun.5 �e more features are involved, the higher the amplitude of the LAN for

3Con�icting features set in bold face.
4Note that the phrases for each gender category were matched regarding frequency, length,

plausibility, and familiarity.
5�is, of course, is also the stage in which agreement errors are detected.�ese errors can in

principle be of two types: a) both sets contain con�icting feature speci�cations, e.g. [+masc]
and [−masc], or b) another sub-process (that has to be assumed by Opitz and colleagues but is
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the processing of correct phrases. �e assumed feature sets for well-formed
phrases are given in (2).

(2) Sizes of feature sets in well-formed NPs before A-N agreement
(following Opitz et al. 2013: 257)
a. durch

by
schlichten
plainMasc
[+masc,− f em]

Geschmack
tasteMasc
[+masc,− f em]

comparison of many features → strongest LAN

b. durch
by

schlichtes
plainNeut
[− f em, ]

Design
designNeut
[−masc,− f em]

comparison of fewer features

c. durch
by

schlichte
plainFem
[ ]

Struktur
structureFem
[ −masc,+ f em ]

comparison of fewest features → weakest LAN

However, there is an important objection that could be raised against the
reasoning proposed by Opitz et al. �e critical word on which the e�ect was
observed was the noun. Although all nouns were matched regarding length
and frequency, one cannot exclude the possibility that the observed di�erences
were caused by other factors inherent to these nouns themselves.

3. �e present study

�e starting point of the present study was primarily the attempt to address the
above mentioned objection concerning the results and the reasoning in Opitz
et al. (2013), respectively. �us, we raised the following question underlying our
research: Do we �nd di�erences in the processing of German nouns between
grammatical genders that are not due to a syntactic process of agreement

not spelled out in detail) detects that there is another marker in the system that is more speci�c
and that should have been chosen.
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checking? If so, can the assumption of underspeci�cation of grammatical
features be maintained?
�ree experiments were carried out in order to address this issue. �e

�rst experiment examines di�erences between nouns of di�erent genders
when they are embedded in short phrases. In contrast, Experiments 2 and
3 examine the processing of bare nouns without any syntactic context. In
addition, the in�uence of word frequency and morphological structure is
addressed, respectively.

3.1. Experiment 1 – Gender and Agreement

�e �rst experiment is basically an attempt to replicate the �ndings of Opitz
et al. (2013) using a behavioral experimental paradigm. Due to the technical
requirements of the design no reaction times were registered in the original
ERP experiment. Nevertheless, reaction times as well as error rates may reliably
indicate processing di�culties. Experiment 1 thus served as an additional
control whether behavioral experimental designs such as grammaticality
judgments and lexical decisions yield signi�cant data sensitive enough to reveal
e�ects that are supposed to be grounded in very subtle variations of abstract
grammatical features. �us we expected to �nd analogous results mirroring the
di�erent amplitudes of LAN in Opitz et al. (2013) obtained with grammatically
well-formed phrases of the three genders.

3.1.1. Method

Participants

A total of 30 German native speakers were tested. �eir age ranged from 20 to
39 (mean age of 28 years). Eighteen of them were female. All were payed for
their participation.

Materials

�e same materials as in Opitz et al. (2013) were used, comprising of 180
German nouns (60 belonging to each of the three genders), each of which was
embedded in a syntactic structure of the type Preposition + Adjective + Noun
(see examples in (3)).
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(3) Examples of critical items in Experiment 1 (well-formed phrases)
a. gegen

against
geplanten
intendedMasc

Transfer
transferMasc

b. gegen
against

geplante
intendedFem

Zensur
censorshipFem

c. gegen
against

geplantes
intendedNeut

Logo
logoNeut

All nouns were matched for frequency (frequency class 11 and 12 according to
http://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de), length (an average length of six letters), and
syllable structure (only disyllabic words), di�ering only in gender. For the
morphosyntactic violation conditions, for each correct phrase two additional
incorrect versions were created by combining them with illicit morphological
gender markings on the adjective (e.g. gegen geplantesNeut TransferMasc and
gegen geplanteFem TransferMasc for the grammatically correct form in (3a)).
A total of 540 items (180 correct, 360 incorrect) were distributed over three
experimental lists, each list containing 60 correct and 120 ungrammatical
phrases. In order to balance the number of correct and incorrect phrases, 60
additional correct �ller phrases of the same structure as the experimental
phrases were constructed and added to each list. In sum, each list contained
240 phrases. �e order of items within each list was pseudorandomized for
each participant with the following constraints: no more than three items of
the same gender or three items of identical grammaticality status were allowed
to follow each other consecutively.

Procedure

Each participant was administered to one experimental list and was tested
individually. Experimental sessions were run using the EPrime so�ware suite.
At the beginning participants received a written instruction in which they
were told that they would have to judge presented phrases with respect to their
grammaticality (two choice forced decision). �ey were instructed to respond
as fast and accurate as possible. Each trial started with a �xation sign that
was displayed on the screen for 500ms. A�er that the phrases were presented
visually word-by-word centered on a computer screen with a duration of
300ms per word. As soon as the noun appeared participants could make their
judgment by pressing a corresponding yes or no button.

http://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de
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feminine neuter masculine

RT in ms 738 769 777
% of correct responses 96.6 92.9 90.9

Table 2: Results for grammatical phrases of Experiment 1

3.1.2. Results

Only data of well-formed phrases (intended yes-answers) are reported here.
Error rates for each gender as well as reaction times of correct responses are
given in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 1.
Accuracy of responses was further analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with the
factor Gender (feminine, neuter, masculine). �is test showed a signi�cant
in�uence of Gender on the accuracy of responses: F1(2,12)= 2.95, p<.05;
F2(2,177)= 4.94, p<.01. A statistical post hoc test (Sche�é, critical di�. = 4.8%)
revealed that feminine phrases were rated with the highest accuracy (96.9%)
and masculine phrases with the lowest accuracy (90.9%). Neuter nouns scored
in between and di�ered statistically neither from masculine nor feminine
phrases.

Reaction time data were only analyzed for correct responses to grammatical
phrases. First, responses were checked for outliers. All data points that
were outside a range of ± 3 standard deviations of a participant’s mean were
considered as outliers and removed from further analyses. For the remaining
data ANOVAs were computed yielding a signi�cant in�uence of Gender on
reaction times: F1(2,12)= 4.59, p<.05; F2(2,177)= 3.27, p<.05. A post hoc test
(Sche�é, critical di�. = 38ms) revealed that decisions for feminine phrases
were fastest (738ms) and for masculine phrases slowest (777ms). Again, neuter
nouns scored in between and di�ered statistically neither from masculine nor
feminine phrases.

3.1.3. Discussion

Our results provide evidence for processing di�erences between the three
grammatical genders in German. Both the analyses of accuracy rates as well as
of latencies in a grammaticality judgment task strongly indicate that the task
was more di�cult to perform when phrases presented to participants contained
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feminine neuter masculine

Results of Experiment 1
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Figure 1: Results for grammatical phrases of Experiment 1

a masculine noun compared to a situation when it contained a feminine noun.
Recall that this e�ect emerged in participants’ responses even to perfectly
well-formed phrases. As the materials were carefully controlled for length,
frequency and plausibility of the phrases, these factors can be ruled out as
source of the e�ect. �erefore, we conclude, in accordance with the explanation
provided in Opitz et al. (2013) (see above) that the observed di�erence was
caused by the inherent parsing process that has to check grammatical agreement
in order to build up a adequate structure of the incoming phrase.

�e second important �nding is a methodological one. �e results perfectly
mirror the �ndings of Opitz et al. (2013) who obtained a stronger LAN for
well-formed phrases with masculine nouns compared to phrases with feminine
or neuter nouns. �us, behavioral methods as the measurement of reaction
times and accuracy rates are sensitive enough even for subtle grammatical
processes assumed to be the underlying cause of the e�ect.
However, at least two objections may be raised against our proposed expla-

nation for the observed pattern of responses. In the present study as well as
in Opitz et al. (2013) participants had to perform a rather unnatural task. It
might be that this kind of meta-linguistic task triggers cognitive processes and
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strategies not normally involved in language processing, although it would
be unclear why masculine forms should be more a�ected by these processes
and strategies then feminine forms. �e second objection is that one cannot
reliably conclude that it is indeed the matching process (comparing di�erently
large feature sets) that causes the e�ect and not, instead, some other properties
inherent to the nouns themselves.
In order to address these questions, two further experiments were carried

out.

3.2. Experiment 2 – Gender and frequency

In the second experiment we used a very common behavioral task that has
been extensively used to investigate di�erent aspects of lexical retrieval and
lexical representation: lexical decision. Furthermore, the main question in
this experiment was whether we could identify di�erences between the three
gender categories of nouns themselves. As an additional factor the frequency of
the nouns was systematically manipulated.

3.2.1. Method

Participants

Twenty-three German native speakers were tested. �eir age ranged from 19 to
29 (mean of 24 years).

Materials

A total of 144 nouns were used as experimental items, 48 of each of the three
genders. In addition, 24 items in each group were of relative low frequency
(class 13 according to http://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de) and 24 were of relative
high frequency (class 8). All items were controlled for length. In addition 144
pseudowords were created that served as �llers in order to balance the yes and
no responses.

Procedure

Participants were tested individually. �e items were presented visually on a
computer screen in a pseudo-randomized order. Participants were instructed

http://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de
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neuter feminine masculine

high freq. 547 557 572 559
low freq. 586 588 591 588

567 573 582

Table 3: Results of Experiment 2 (in ms)

to decide as fast and accurately as possible whether the presented word was an
existing word of German or not by pressing one of two response buttons.

3.2.2. Results

Responses were checked for outliers. All data points that were outside a range
of ± 3 standard deviations of a participant’s mean were considered as outliers
and removed from further analyses. Statistical tests were performed on the
remaining latency data of correct yes-responses using ANOVAs. Main e�ects
were obtained for Gender (F(2,44)= 4.56, p<.05) and Frequency (F(1,22)= 59.85,
p<.001) as well as a tendency towards an interaction of both factors (F(2,44)=
2.77, p<.07). �is interaction was resolved by two separate analyses for the high
frequency and low frequency group, respectively, revealing no e�ect of Gender
for low frequency nouns (F(2,44)=0.29, p=.75) but a highly signi�cant e�ect for
high frequency nouns (F(2,44)=12.87, p<.001). Post hoc tests (Sche�é, crit. di�.
= 13ms) for the nouns of high frequency revealed that it took longer to accept
masculine (573ms) nouns than feminine (557ms) or neuter nouns (547ms).
�e results are summarized in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 2.

3.2.3. Discussion

�e �rst result of Experiment 2 is quite clear: nouns of higher frequency are
recognized faster (559ms) than words of lower frequency (588ms). �is is a
trivial �nding. Two other �ndings, in contrast, were quite surprising. Not only
were responses in�uenced by the noun’s gender, but this in�uence was only
signi�cant for nouns of relatively high frequency. Again it was the group of
masculine nouns that yielded the longest latencies compared to feminine and
neuter nouns (which did not di�er from each other statistically).
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�us, the results are to be taken as a �rst indication that processing di�erences
reported in former experiments may not solely be caused by a grammatical
checking process. Instead, some properties of the nouns themselves cause
a measurable delay in the processing of masculine forms. Moreover, this
in�uence seems to be stronger for nouns of high frequency than for nouns of
low frequency. A �rst explanation of this unexpected frequency and gender
interaction could be that, if lexical decision is considered a complex process
involving many di�erent sub-processes, the impact of one such sub-process (i.e.,
retrieval of gender) on the overall task performance is stronger if the impact
of other sub-processes (frequency) is reduced. �us, the higher demands on
cognitive resources for nouns of lower frequency obscure the e�ects of more
subtle processes like those underlying the gender e�ect. For further discussion
see section 4.
However, it could be objected that the inherent property of the nouns

that seems to cause the e�ect does not necessarily need to be their gender
information. It is at best unclear whether information about the gender of a
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Figure 2: Results for grammatical phrases of Experiment 2 (in ms)
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noun is accessed during a lexical decision task at all. To address this issue, a
third experiment was carried out.

3.3. Experiment 3 – Gender and morphological marking

Results of Experiment 2 indicated that some inherent properties of a noun (that
are at least correlated with their gender) in�uence their processing in lexical
decision. To be sure that information about the gender is accessed during the
task, but–crucially–without using any phrase structure yielding agreement, we
decided to employ another task, namely gender veri�cation. In this kind of task
participants have to decide whether a certain noun is a member of a given
gender category or not.

Furthermore, we addressed the questionwhether themorphological structure
of the noun in�uences this decision. �e rationale behind this was the fact that
certain derivational su�xes in German clearly determine the noun’s gender
(e.g., -ung for feminine, -ling for masculine).6

3.3.1. Method

Participants

A total of 18 German native speakers were tested. �eir age ranged from 22 to
32 (mean 26 years).

Materials

Only feminine and masculine nouns were used. �is was due to the fact that
the task should be executable by pressing one of two buttons (‘Is the presented
noun masculine (Button A) or feminine (Button B)?’) and because there are far
less derivational su�xes for neuter than for feminine and masculine nouns.
A total of 84 nouns were chosen, 42 feminine and 42 masculine. In each of
these two groups there were 21 mono-morphemic nouns and 21 nouns with
derivational a�xes clearly indicating their gender. All nouns were controlled
for length (mean length: 7 graphemes) and frequency (mean frequency class
13).

6Note that in Experiment 1 as well as 2 roughly 20%-30% of the nouns within the group of
each gender comprised of such derivational a�xes.�us, it could not be excluded that these
particular morphological cues (or structures) were responsible for the observed e�ects.
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feminine masculine

morph. marked 707 768 738
moprh. unmarked 723 770 747

715 769

Table 4: Results of Experiment 3 (in ms)

Procedure

Participants were tested individually. Items were presented visually and in
a pseudo-randomized order. Participants’ task was to decide whether the
presented word was masculine or feminine by pressing a corresponding button.
Latency of their decisions was recorded and later analyzed.

3.3.2. Results

Data were scanned for outliers and all data points that deviated more than
three standard deviations from a participant’s mean were excluded. �e
remaining data were analyzed using an ANOVA, yielding a main e�ect for
Gender (F(1,17)=4.98, p<.001) but no e�ect for Morphological Marking (i.e.,
presence or absence of a derivational a�x) nor any interaction (all p-values
>.20). �e results are summarized in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 3. As
can be seen, the di�erence between masculine and feminine was 54ms with
masculine nouns, again, yielding signi�cantly longer reaction times. We found
no evidence for any in�uence of morphological marking.

3.3.3. Discussion

�e results of Experiment 3 are in principle in line with the �ndings of all
previous experiments. It was again the group of masculine nouns that yielded
longer reaction times. As the particular task of the experiment required gender
information of nouns to be accessed, it is now evenmore likely that the obtained
e�ect in this and the former experiments was indeed caused by the gender
features themselves. Interestingly, we did not obtain any evidence indicating
that morphological gender marking in�uences retrieval and/or checking of
gender features.
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4. General discussion

In all three experiments we found evidence that gender features of nouns have
a measurable impact on language processing in German. �is in�uence was
found both when the nouns were embedded in grammatical phrases and when
they were processed as bare nouns. It was consistently the case that masculine
nouns (or phrases containing them) induced longer reaction times and lower
accuracy rates, both indicating increased processing demands for theses nouns
compared to members of the neuter and feminine category.

�e starting point of this study was a veri�cation and replication of �ndings
of an ERP experiment reported in Opitz et al. (2013). �ere it was argued that
the observed e�ects on the processing of phrases were caused by underspeci�ed
in�ectional markers and a parsing process that checks grammatical agreement.

In our interpretation of the present data we want to maintain the underspeci-
�cation hypothesis. In order to do so and to �nd a uni�ed explanation for the
former ERP data as well as the new empirical �ndings, two new assumptions
are necessary that are crucial. �e �rst is the very central point of this paper. We
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Figure 3: Results for grammatical phrases of Experiment 3 (in ms)
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assume that underspeci�cation is not restricted to the domain of in�ectional
markers but, instead, is a fundamental principle for the lexical representation of
nouns themselves. �erefore we propose the following preliminary speci�cation
of gender features for German nouns in the mental lexicon, as given in (4). We
assume that masculine nouns comprise of the most features, i.e. two features
speci�cations, and that they are thus the most speci�c forms. In contrast, neuter
and feminine nouns comprise of fewer features. At the point being, let us
assume that both lack at least one feature. �ey are therefore underspeci�ed
regarding their grammatical gender information.7

(4) Lexical speci�cation of gender features in the mental lexicon
version A:
a. masculine nouns←→ [+masc, −fem]
b. neuter nouns←→ [ −fem]
c. feminine nouns←→ [ +fem]

�e second new assumption concerns the formerly assumed process of
feature matching for the evaluation of grammatical agreement. �e precise
mechanism of this process, as proposed in Opitz et al. (2013), cannot be
maintained without modi�cation.

In the following section we will provide a sketch of this modi�ed mechanism,
followed by some considerations regarding the assumed speci�cation of gender
features of nouns.
As just mentioned, the evaluation process that checks for grammatical

agreement while parsing a phrase has to be modi�ed and worked out in more
detail in order to explain the pattern of empirical data. It will be shown later that
the evaluation process is not crucially challenged with regard to the processing
of grammatically well-formed phrases (see below). But, however, in the case
of ungrammatical phrases it cannot any longer be argued that the observed
di�erences in Opitz et al. (2013) between two di�erent violation conditions are
caused by a qualitatively di�erent violation of Compatibility versus Speci�city
because there is no con�icting feature [−masc] present in the speci�cation of
neuter nouns anymore.
However, we suppose that the observed di�erences in the LAN amplitudes

7Note that, at this point, the supposed number of features roughly corresponds with the
empirically indicated processing demands. A more detailed explanation for this particular
con�guration as well as a further modi�cation is given below.
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can still be explained while maintaining the assumption of underspeci�cation.
In the crucial illicit cases for neuter nouns, a system with underspeci�ed gender
features as in (4) would yield con�gurations like in the examples in (5). (Note
that for the sake of clarity case and number features are omitted here, as they
do not interfere with the evaluation of gender features).

(5) Two types of illicit neuter agreement and related LAN e�ects,
modi�ed version (following Opitz et al. 2013: 242)
a. correct

durch
by

schlichtes
plainNeut
[− f em]

Design
designNeut
[− f em]

b. incorrect 1
(‘compatible’, excluded by Speci�city) →LAN
*durch
by

schlichte
plainFem
[ ]

Design
designNeut
[− f em]

c. incorrect 2
(no longer ‘incompatible’, thus no violation of Compatibility)8
→stronger LAN
*durch
by

schlichten
plainMasc
[+masc,− f em]

Design
designNeut
[− f em]

Evidently, under such an analysis there is no longer a con�ict of feature
values between the adjective and the noun in (5c). However, the observed
asymmetry between the two illicit phrases in terms of di�erent LAN amplitudes
can still be accounted for. But instead of presuming a violation of the Speci�city
versus the Compatibility criterion, the source of the e�ect has to be shi�ed to
other sub-parts of the mechanism of the feature checking process.9 Instead of
just comparing two feature sets as a whole and detecting mismatches (like

8Formerly con�icting features set in bold face.
9And thereby unifying the cause of this particular e�ect and the cause of the LAN e�ect for

well-formed phrases, see below.
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in a uni�cation process), the feature checking could be better modeled in a
two-stage or bi-directional way. At �rst, every feature of a previously parsed
word (e.g. [+masc, −fem]) is looking for a corresponding feature on the new
incoming word that has to be integrated into the structure (e.g. [−fem]). If
a given feature (like [+masc]) does not �nd its counterpart, then this yields
a severe violation. Vice versa, every feature of the new word has to search
for a corresponding feature in the previously parsed structure. �ere are
in principle at least two ways in order to achieve the observed asymmetry
between the two violation conditions. It could either be that a) these two
sub-processes operate consecutively and thus the failure of the �rst search
is a more immediate disturbance of the parsing process, or b) both searches
may operate simultaneously but a violation of the search from the already
parsed structure to the incoming material is regarded as more severe than
a violation of the search in the opposite direction for independent reasons.
Nevertheless, the observed asymmetry in LAN responses then should be
due to the di�erent directionality of the two searches. As can be seen in (5c),
this particular con�guration now yields a major violation because the feature
[+masc] does not �nd a corresponding feature associated with the incoming
word Design. In contrast, in (5b), there is no gender feature in the structure so
far that could search for a corresponding feature in the incoming word. �us
the �rst search runs without any complications. Contrary, the feature [−fem]
associated with the incoming noun Design now searches for a corresponding
feature in the available structure. As it does not �nd an appropriate matching
feature this, in turn, yields a minor violation (as mirrored in a smaller LAN
amplitude). Clearly, this issue has to be addressed in more detail in further
research.

But, besides these minor complications, as mentioned above, the empirical
results of the processing of well-formed phrases and single words can be
uniformly accounted for by this revised feature checking process together with
the notion of underspeci�ed gender features of nouns.

If one looks at the matching process for well-formed phrases with a reduced,
i.e. underspeci�ed, inventory of gender features for nouns, it becomes readily
obvious that the process is still operational and, moreover, is still compatible
with the observed LAN e�ects as well as with the pattern of behavioral results.
Even under the revised version of the matching process and the assumption of
underspeci�ed gender features of nouns, it is still the case that the number of
checking operations (number of searches for features) corresponds with the
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observed changes in amplitude of LAN as well as increased reaction time and
reduced accuracy. �is is illustrated in (6). Again, case features are omitted
here for the sake of the argument, as they do not interfere with the checking of
gender features.

(6) Matching process with underspeci�ed gender features, well-formed
phrases

a. durch
by

schlichten
plainMasc
[+masc,− f em]

Geschmack
structureMasc
[+masc,− f em]

comparison of many features: 2 by 2 → strongest LAN
→ longest reaction times

→ lowest accuracy
b. durch

by
schlichtes
plainNeut
[− f em]

Design
structureNeut
[ − f em]

comparison of fewer features: 1 by 1
c. durch

by
schlichte
plainFem
[ ]

Struktur
structureFem
[ (+ f em)]

comparison of fewest features: 0 by 1 → weakest LAN
→ shortest reaction times

→ highest accuracy

Beyond the fact that the number of features still mirrors processing load,
there is another striking observation: none of the features of the in�ectional
markers makes use of any of the features that are omitted in the underspeci�ed
nouns. �is �nding does not seem to be accidental. In (7) the whole inventory
of markers of the maximally underspeci�ed analysis in Opitz et al. (2013) is
listed. None of the markers there realizes any feature [−masc].
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(7) Exponents of the strong pronominal/adjectival in�ection in German
maximally underspeci�ed account, (Opitz et al. 2013: 244):

entry of morpho-syntactic
lexical item context of occurrence
/n/←→ [+pl,+obj,+obl] (dat.pl.)
/m/←→ [–fem,+obj,+obl] (dat.masc.sg./neut.sg.)
/s/←→ [–fem,+obl] (gen.masc.sg./neut.sg.)
/r/←→ [+obl] (dat./gen.fem.sg., gen.pl.)
/n/←→ [+masc,–fem,+obj,–obl] (acc.masc.sg.)
/r/←→ [+masc,–fem] (nom.masc.sg.)
/s/←→ [–fem] (nom./acc.neut.sg.)
/e/←→ [ ] (nom./acc.fem.sg./pl.)

In other words, no morphological process that instantiates an in�ected form
ever makes use of the feature [−masc]. In a striking parallel, no such feature has
to be assumed as part of any lexical representation of nouns, as supported by our
empirical �ndings. In other words, the feature [−masc] can safely be omitted in
nouns without inducing failures in the process of in�ectional marking.

�us, while the results in Opitz et al. (2013) support the notion of a maximally
underspeci�ed marker inventory instead of an minimally underspeci�ed one,
the present �ndings indicate that this demand for an economically organized
lexicon, that stores only as much information as necessary, extends from the
inventory of in�ectional markers to the lexicon as a whole: underspeci�cation
is a global principle of the mental lexicon.

Together, the present empirical �ndings and the results of Opitz et al. (2013)
indicate that the lexicon is organized in a highly e�cient way. Of course, more
research has to be carried out on this issue in order to exclude further possible
confounds and to investigate whether the principle of global underspeci�cation
extends to other domains or can be found in other languages.
Another aspect that is worth investigating is the concrete role and speci�-

cation for feminine and neuter nouns. In almost all results so far, masculine
nouns showed clear e�ects of contrast to feminine and/or neuter nouns. �e
relation between the latter, on the other hand, is less clear as they tended not to
di�er statistically from each other. For this reason, both are associated with one
gender feature each in the preliminary speci�cation in (4), which is in contrast
to two such features for masculine nouns.

But, however, if one looks closer at the inventory of markers in (7), it becomes
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obvious that [−masc] is not the only missing binary feature value there. In
addition, the inventory also makes no use of the feature value [+fem]. And,
again, it is a most striking �nding that the whole checking mechanism would
still be completely operational if none of the nouns would carry any such feature.
�is can be regarded as a �rst argument that [+fem] is not necessary for gender
speci�cations of nouns. A second argument for this assumption is the case of
well-formed feminine phrases. Imagine a case in which [+fem] is present at the
nouns like it is illustrated in (6c). �e �rst stage of the process (i.e., the �rst
search) would yield no complications at all, as there are no (gender) features
present in the structure already parsed. But, however, a�er that, a secondary
search, which would look for the features [+fem] associated with the noun in
the already parsed structure would fail. �is, in turn, should lead to a violation
and a defective parsing. �is situation can be avoided, however, if feminine
nouns even lack the feature [+fem]. If there is no such feature on the noun in
the �rst place, it could not trigger a search and therefore no parsing problem
(missing of a corresponding feature in the already parsed structure) would
occur.
�us, if even [+fem] is removed from lexical speci�cations of nouns in

total because it is never part of any speci�cation of in�ectional markers (and
therefore never used for morphological operations), one would end up with the
following gender speci�cations for nouns in (8), making feminine gender the
absolute default of the system.

(8) Lexical speci�cation of gender features in the mental lexicon,
version B:
a. masculine nouns←→ [+masc, −fem]
b. neuter nouns←→ [−fem]
c. feminine nouns←→ [ ]

A �nal remark concerns the question how such a lexical speci�cation as in (8)
can cause the observed di�erences for the processing of bare nouns as in, for
instance, lexical decision and gender veri�cation tasks. �e preliminary answer
would be that lexical retrieval of less speci�c information, as for feminine nouns,
should be less costly than the retrieval of more speci�c and therefore more
complex information. Given the speci�cations in (8) one could alternatively
think of this process as the activation of hierarchically dependent features
(nodes). �is idea is illustrated in the inheritance tree in (9).
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(9) Lexical speci�cations of gender features in the mental lexicon, modeled
as hierarchically dependent nodes:

[ ]= f eminine

[ −fem ]=neuter

[ +masc ]=mascul ine

Or, alternatively, gender representations can be modeled as generic gender
nodes in an activation based model (see, e.g., Levelt et al. 1999). In such a case,
nouns of di�erent gender categories would di�er in their association to these
generic gender nodes. �is idea is illustrated in (10).

(10) Lexical speci�cation of gender features in the mental lexicon, repre-
sented as generic nodes
examples for feminine (Gabel), neuter (Messer), and masculine (Lö�el) nouns

lemma gender nodes lemma gender nodes lemma gender nodes

Gabel Messer Lö�el

[ ]

[−fem ]

[+masc]

[ ]

[−fem ]

[+masc]

[ ]

[−fem ]

[+masc]

feminine nouns neuter nouns masculine nouns

�e retrieval of feminine nouns would not necessarily include activation of
any gender features, as indicated by the gender node comprising of an empty
feature set. Moreover, it is not clear whether the activation (or even existence) of
such an empty node would be necessary at all, as indicated by the dashed lines.
On the other hand, retrieval of neuter nouns would demand the activation
of at least a [−fem] node. Finally, the retrieval of masculine nouns would
require both, the activation of [−fem] and [+masc]. �us, the least amount of
activation is needed for the retrieval of feminine nouns, more activation for
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the retrieval of neuter nouns, and, �nally, the retrieval of masculine nouns
would demand most activation. �is architecture would have implications, for
instance, for priming experiments.
Of course, all these assumptions and implications have to be further tested

empirically in order to support the hypothesis of global underspeci�cation.
Beyond additional empirical evidence, our assumptions need to be supported
by more grounded theoretical considerations and implementations into parsing
models. At least at the point being, we could think of one supporting theoretical
argument in favor of a global underspeci�cation hypothesis. �ere is good
reason to assume that if a principle–like underspeci�cation–is an essential part
of the architecture of a cognitive system (for which there is a wealth of evidence
in theoretical morphology in the domain of in�ectional), this principle might
be used more universally in a large range of domains. Note also that there is
empirical evidence for conceptually related notions of underspeci�cation in
other domains of the grammar as well (see, for instance, Frisson and Pickering
(1999), Pickering and Frisson (2001) for semantic underspeci�cation, or the
theory of the Featurally Underspeci�ed Lexicon (FUL) in phonology (cf. Lahiri
and Reetz 2010, 2002)).

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented empirical evidence that lexical representations
of German nouns may be underspeci�ed with regard to abstract gender features.
In a series of experiments it was consistently found that masculine nouns
show indications of an increased processing load compared to feminine or
neuter nouns. We assume that the observed e�ects are due to an underspeci�ed
representation of grammatical features. We propose that underspeci�cation is
more broadly used by the human language system than normally assumed
and that it might be a global characteristic of the mental lexicon. �e mental
lexicon is organized in a highly e�cient and economic way. Correspondingly, if
a grammatical feature is never used for morphosyntactic operations (as, e.g.,
[−masc] in in�ectional marking in German) it is probably not represented in the
system at all. �us, the human language system may be considered as optimal
from an optimal design’s perspective. It reduces both the demands for storage (by
reducing the amount of stored information) and for processing component (by
not taking into account redundant information in online evaluation processes
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and therefore keeping the number of required sub-processes, i.e. search
operations, to a minimum) (cf. Chomsky 2005).
We further introduced a modi�ed version of a basic parsing model for the

evaluation of grammatical agreement that was originally proposed in Opitz
et al. (2013). In order to make this parsing model compatible with both the
neurophysiological evidence reported in Opitz et al. (2013) and the behavioral
results of the present paper, we assume it to comprise of a two-directional
search for corresponding features between new, incoming elements and already
parsed structures.
However, it is clear that all assumptions and conclusions provided in this

paper are of preliminary nature. Further empirical evidence is needed to
support our conclusions and, moreover, the results will have to be implemented
into theoretical models of in�ection and language processing in more detail.
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